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Abstract
Hadoop is a popular platform for storing and processing large amounts of data, and it
hosts the storage and processing components of big data situations. Big data is a word
that refers to the fact that data is becoming increasingly essential in the storage and
processing of data. The current article explains the Hadoop eco system, as well as a
common file system that may be achieved with Hadoop-based block storage and the
MapReduce (MR) model, which is a parallel and distributed processing method. The
current article describes a new method for allocating file blocks that avoids the
shortcomings of the old system. The significance of the work is a new model that is
solely intended for better file block consumption without sacrificing generality. The
proposal of a virtual technique of employing file systems in the context of virtual and
localization is another noteworthy feature. The project's goal is to improve the allocation
of blocks and the use of local file system space, as well as the distributed file system, to
make Hadoop's file system more efficient and effective. We believe that by presenting
the concepts of Derby model and Virtual Local System Model, this work addresses the
issues in Hadoop file system administration in an innovative way (VLFSM).
Keywords: Hadoop File System, Virtual Local File system, Derby Model, Map Reduce,
Eco system tools.
1. Introduction
Hadoop File System, which is based on
Google File System, uses a block-based
memory allocation. The allocation includes
Text Input Format which is used when user
wants to allocate values by default. If the
user is unaware of data format used, then
Text Input Format is preferable.
job.setInputFormatClass
(TextInputFormat.class) is a bit of code
that help developer handle input with
default way.
If the user is aware of format of input file
the the format that contains (Key,value) is
preferable. Sometimes user faces the issues
while handling the image files as input, then
sequence format can be used as supporting
file by Hadoop to handle image files.
Sequence Format will assist us for
converting the image data into encrypted
format, which in turn is processed using
through Hadoop engine.
Hadoop's file system serves as the
foundation for various tools used in eco
system, running scripts and jobs by using
memory obtained from Hadoop's storage

model which is versatile makes efficient and
effective utilization of HDFS in eco system.
The paper is organised as follows: in section
II, the problems with the present file system
are detailed, in section III, solution
proposed to the problem is discussed, and
in section IV, the work's conclusion is
discussed.
2. Research Issues during usage of
Hadoop File System
As previously said, HDFS is the backbone of
ecosystem used in Hadoop Distributed File
System. The eco system manages different
aspects that include importing or exporting
of
structured
data
and
importing
unstructured data from any of the social
media data such as twitter data.
The use of NOSQL avoids essential notions
like primary keys and referential integrity,
and normalization concepts are also absent
in NOSQL, allowing the user to have
smallest and largest storage of data based
on user requirements. Users with a SQL and
data warehouse background can build
implementations which are based on queries
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and run them on Hadoop-based files and
local file systems in load data in path and
load data local in path respectively.
Users that are experienced with scripting
can take use of scripting with many
adjustments in data loading and storage, as
well as user-defined routines.
The common challenge in all the a fore
mentioned elements is how memory is
allocated in form of blocks.

Consider allocating a file of size 600MB
using a replication factor of three and a
default storage size of 128MB. HDFS's basic
allocation is five blocks of 128MB each,
resulting in a 640MB allocation, but by using
replication factor as three it becomes
1920MB, which results in wastage of
120MB.
Considering same case using replication
factor as five and same default storage of
128 MB necessitates 3200 MB, which is
twice as that of replication 3.

Table1: Hadoop Block Allocation Context
Memory
Required

Memory
Allocated

Blocks

Replication

Observation

Remarks

1800 MB
3000 MB

1920 MB
3200 MB

5
5

3
5

120MB Allocation
200MB Allocation

Excess
Excess

Although the fore mentioned example is
simple, the allocation utilizes more memory
in real time due to the replication factor.
Another challenge during the study of
Hadoop environment is replication factor,
which is static, which is insignificant in realtime scenarios. Because the user is going to
work on sentiment analysis and only wants
to store data at two places, the replication
can be two in this scenario.
A user working in the banking sector and
wants to identify consumers who require
loans such as house and personal loans may
wish to duplicate the same file at multiple
places across India. The replication factor
seems to be 10 at minimum in this scenario
(for example).
So considering the cases discussed above
allocation of replication factor must be
supported by the architecture based on the
scenario of use case.
3. Experimental Setup
We use EMR and Amazon EC2 to connect to
high-end processors to conduct the large
data content storage and processing tasks.
The machine is set up with Hadoop eco

system technologies including HDFS and
Map Reduce, as well as R-studio and R
base, to execute big data and machine
learning observations.
3.1. Proposed Method for the Identified
Issues
Present technique includes input file
allocation and mapping the input file with
HDFS storage this can cause memory
wastage based on replication factor and
blocks.
The goal of this module is to reduce wasted
blocks using an intelligent technique of
tracking units, and we trust that the process
results in the most efficient use of memory,
which increases performance in memoryintensive applications.
Second contribution deals with usage of
machine's local memory, generally the
model of Hadoop Map Reduce is entirely
reliant on usage of Hadoop Distributed File
System, and the suggested technique here
is aiding some of Map Reduce's internal
tasks along with using of a local file system,
and we have dubbed the module Virtual
Local File System Model (VLFS).
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Figure 1: Proposed Derby Model to handle the allocation.

The benefit of this suggested technique is
that it makes effective use of the local
system while performing the Map Reduce
model, and while handling of MR factors,
like determining configuration details of
Mapper and Reducer in the form of log files,
can be rerouted to the local file system,
minimizing the need to switch between the
HDFS context every time.

The primary aim of this process is to
drastically reduce timing for context switch
and to make efficient use of Hadoop
Distributed File System and LFS(Local File
System), which has not been addressed in
the
research
of
Hadoop
framework
literature until now.

Figure 2: Proposed VLFSM Model to utilize local and HDFS file System.
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5. Conclusions

ACM Queue, New York, NY, vol. 7, no.
7, August 2009.

The work focuses on how to use file systems
efficiently and effectively in the Hadoop
framework. The work is proposed based on
two aspects, such as the Derby model,
which focuses on the use of file allocation
and addresses issues in present works. The
second feature is the Virtual Local File
System (VLFS) Model, which explains how
to cope with distributed file system
replication using both fixed and dynamic
Hadoop configuration models. We strongly
believe that the study provided a framework
for scholars working on the issues related
with framework of Hadoop.
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